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Meyer: Rhythm Sunset

Rhythm Sunset
By GEORGE MEYER
There is a glowing, magic ;music
In the sunset of New Mexico;
Gold-laced eloud-wisps hung above
The purple-gray volcano's rim
Echo a strange and rhythmic music. '.
Drum-beat and flute-cry sing of a nation
UndYing, eternal, in minor key;
Sing of the brooding mesa-land,
And of the people who danced and sang
Long years ago.
..

The throaty, passionate voices rise
In paso doble and canciQn;
Coronado's sons: the footsteps tread .
Mejico.
The Jarabe of an'cient
.
/

The swinging two-b~t of the bass drum,
The coaxing, soaring 'harmony
Of E-fiat alto s~ and tenor, .
Herald a newcomer to the land
And speak in a quaver of vibrating reeds.
Of the sp'lendid, strong new race to come.

..

Hush-a-hush of gourd maracas;
Navajo rattle, rain-beseeching;
Stacatto three-two clack of claves"~
An echoing, tumultuous fugue
With the swish-swat of wire-brush jazz-sticks.
Brawling, sighing, whispering, screaming;
Insinuating, pulsing, hoping, compelling:
1119] .
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. From far beyond the west horizon
I There comes a glowing, haunted music,
At sunset time a magic music,
Rich in overtones of the -ages,
Ages of the past and ages of the fl~.tur~;
Blending, like dissonant city noises,
To a masterpiece of counterpoint.
From far beyond the west horizon
There comes a gold and scarlet music:
The rhythm of the sunset
In New Mexico.
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